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Draft Changes

More Corrections (thanks for noting these)

Incl. Secdir; OPSdir; GenART; D Black (Shepherd); B Trammel; S Dawkins (AD).

Added note about Native transports and Middleboxes to Intro

Moved all the text on use of timers for packet retransmission to one place

Updated above to reflect recent TCP RFCs

Updated above to reflect chartered work in TCPM - see discussion there on Monday
Current Status

All current edits incorporated.

Please decide consensus on the RTT recommendations for UDP

Suggestion:

- Publish as is (updated text in RFC5405bis, and a pointer to draft-ietf-tcpm-rto-consider for more guidance)

- Reverting to original checksum text in RFC5405 (if TSVWG is not ready to make any updated BCP consensus call for UDP)

- Using the updated text in RFC5405bis, updated based on RFC6298, but do not point to draft-ietf-tcpm-rto-consider